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Name  Roman Romanov 

E-mail roman.romanov@rrstd.ru 

Telegram ID @RRoman_Tver 

LinkedIn ID - 

Github ID https://github.com/RomanovRoman 

Choose the Jury 
Groups which you 
want to join (underline 
your choice, multiple 
choice is possible)  

SDK Contests  

Toolchain Contests 

Node Contests 

Smart Contracts 

Other Contests within Free Ton Dev Exp subgovernance  

Professional 
Experience (underline 
all what is relevant to 
blockchain 
development)  
 

More than 20 years of experience in the field of information technology. In 
addition to working in IT, I taught for some time at the university's 
magistracy and was engaged in applied research (area of scientific interest: 
systems and management processes in the field of information technology). 
I am currently a leader and partner in the IT company https://rsquad.io/. 
Blockchain development is one of the highest priority areas of our business. 

Despite the fact that I am formally the CEO of the company, I still write the 
code myself. I have a fairly extensive technology stack, but the main one: 
C++, JS, Ethereum, Solidity, I have been studying TON technologies for 
more than a year. 

Proof of qualifications 
(links to open-source 
projects, etc) 

As a developer and architect, I took part in the following projects (at 
RSquad we respect the agreements, so, unfortunately, I cannot disclose 
the names of the projects if the NDA is signed): 

● Development of a complex of technical solutions for a cryptobank; 
● Creation of a cryptocurrency exchange; 
● Creation of a closed analytical platform for a cryptocurrency project; 
● Creation of an advertising exchange; 
● Creation of a multi-level crypto platform for exchanges, working with 

data and simplifying e-commerce; 



 

● Creation of an exchange for trading in intellectual property; 
● Creation of a system for accounting for mutual obligations based on 

the corporate blockchain; 
● Development of an automated information technology management 

system for a large mining enterprise; 
 
You can see more on our website. 
 
Also, I personally and my RSquad team take an active part in the life of the 
community: we are winners of the airdrop, TVM, IMS, AtomicSwaps 
contests, in addition, we have already released additional technical 
solutions for the development of the Free TON project and the project 
community and we are not going to stop there. 

Describe what you 
have done using, what 
you know about code 
base of Free TON 

Wrote a number of contracts for Free TON. I actively participate in the life of 
the community and help with consultations. Also, our team periodically 
participates in the development competition for Free TON 
 
I'm also doing validation, actively supporting the validation node. 

Proof of your skills in 
building 
smart-contracts (only 
for those who want to 
join Smart Contract Jury 
group)  (links to the 
deployed by you 
smart-contracts) 

Wrote contracts for the Atomic Swaps competition - 
https://github.com/RSquad/ton-swap/tree/master/free-ton/contracts 
 
I actively worked with smart contracts on the client-side and server-side, for 
example, took part in the creation of https://easy-vote.rsquad.io 

Disclose the 
organisations/the 
companies you are 
working for 

CEO — https://rsquad.io/ 

Personal Information 
(add anything about 
yourself that you 
consider relevant) 

I have been following the Free TON project since its inception, in addition, 
our team has been cooperating for quite a long time with various 
companies and projects involved in the launch of the Free TON network. I 
fully share the principles and approaches described in the Declaration of 
Decentralization, and I really like the project itself, and since I still remain a 
developer, I want to accept as a member of the jury in DevEx 
subgavernance in order to develop and improve the infrastructure of 
colleagues' work and take part in the creation of new solutions 


